Swift Fox

Intro: A D F#m D A
       A           D
Oh when oh when I'm in my den
       F#m           D A
That's where I spend most of my hours
       A           D
And when daylight gives way to night
       F#m           D A
Hunting for mice and other creatures to devour
       D C#m Bm
Yes I confess it's true
       D C#m Bm
Sometimes I am prey too
       D C#m Bm
But all I really have to do
       E
Is outrun you

A
Swift Fox Swift Fox
D
Runnin just as fast as you can
       F#m
You better be Swift Fox Swift Fox
D A
Hunting in prairie dog land

A
Swift Fox Swift Fox
D
Runnin just as fast as you can
       F#m
You gotta be Swift Fox Swift Fox
D A
Burrowed in the soil and sand
Tan and petite, light on my feet
You might find me, prancing on the prairie
When I want to eat I’m not picky
I’ll sink my my teeth into grass and berries

Although I might be slight
Just 12 inches in height
When I take flight  That’s right I’m out of sight

Swift Fox Swift Fox
Runnin just as fast as you can
You better be Swift Fox Swift Fox
Hunting in prairie dog land

Swift Fox Swift Fox
Runnin just as fast as you can
You gotta be Swift Fox Swift Fox  Burrowed in the soil and sand

Making our way through this changing habitat where we roam
The great plains, the great plains is where it’s at
It’s our home living underground unknown just like a gnome